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Japanese for Beginners: The Best Handbook for Learning to Speak Japanese! Planning a trip to

Japan and need to learn Japanese? Want to learn Japanese quickly and easily? Need a reference

for your upcoming trip to Japan? Need grammar, spelling, or just pronunciation of a word in the

Japanese language? Want to know how to say common greetings in Japanese? Or just need a

study guide? All the answers are just one click away! Learn Japanese right now! Topics covered...

The many benefits of learning Japanese The Japanese writing system Basic Japanese grammar

Basic Japanese words and expressions Useful tips for learning Japanese Best resources for

learning Japanese
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This is not a handbook for learning the language. It gives some background on Japanese customs,

generalities about the language, and only a handful of useful phrases. To learn to speak and

understand rudimentary Japanese, I will have to purchase another book or program.

This guide was really simple and helpful for a language that is naturally hard to learn. So many great

tools in this guide from common greetings to actually being fluent in a conversation the book goes

thru it all. I have tried other guides that were too complicated to understand when learning

Japanese. This book spoke to like I was a kid trying to learn the language, and it gives you really

effective exercises that help you retain the information. I love that it helps you be able to write in

Japanese which just adds even more value to the book in my opinion.



I originally liked the look of this book because it was separated into clear sections and each chapter

looked both interesting and useful. Another feature of this book that I liked was the fact that it also

contained cultural tips and Japanese faux pas - which I thought would be extremely useful,

especially for people who wanted to visit Japan. As a novice speaker and writer of Japanese, I

thought that learning the script would be either very difficult, very time consuming, or both. This is

not the case! With limited but regular study and a notebook to write down all new kanji and kana, I

was very pleasantly surprised to find myself remembering how to read and write a variety of kanji.

The hiragana and katakana sections were also very useful, as many tips are given to help

remember similar looking characters. Obviously, the book cannot go into great depth because of the

huge number of kanji that exist, but the basics are covered and the introduction of the use of

radicals in later lessons paves the way for further study. Highly recommended.

This manual of Japanese is very good, I went to a Japan without knowing much got this product in

Exchange for my honest opinion. Helped me a lot while I was there explains in an easy way how to

understand language, tell you important things you should know as an address but what I liked most

is that I teach you about many languages more.

I have always been into the Japanese culture and language. After recently learning how to speak

Chinese, I decided to pick this book up and learn Japanese. I really like how it gives good

descriptions of phonetics and pronunciation. It makes it much easier when learning a foreign

language. I feel like I am picking this up quickly.

I always read manga or see anime, with translations and always lose some sense, or the humor in

the dialogues, well, I try learn Japanese and begin with this book, is a good way to begin, explain

from 0, all the basic things in the language you can find with this book, I will not lie to you, is so hard

speak Japanese, and when you finish here will go to another book more extensive, this book is

amazing for begin and I am so happy reading this!

I give it five stars, even though I already knew a few things from the book by watching anime, it

taught me tons of new things about the language. A little grammar here, some vocabulary there, it

was simple and straight forward. I would recommend you read it because Japan is one of the

leading manufacturers of the world, and the fact that you can speak Japanese looks great on a



resume. Also recommended if you're stuck in a rut, gives you something to do, right?

This is one of the harder languages to learn and this book does a great job with focusing on the

basics so you will be able to tackle the harder core of the language in the future. Great book for

beginning to learn the Japanese language.
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